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ACTIVITIES

Completed: Completed a survey of section membership to determine future directions.

Ongoing: Work on the Digital Design Records taskforce continues. Work on writing and publication of SAA modules focused on design records is underway.

New: Upcoming: possible blog or series of listserv messages focused on non-architectural design records, and an opt-in directory of section members.

STRATEGIC PLAN

Goal 1: Advocating for Archives and Archivists
Increasing visibility of design records.

Goal 2: Enhancing Professional Growth
Module authorship/publication.

Goal 3: Advancing the Field
Digital Design Records taskforce.

Goal 4: Meeting Members Needs
Membership survey.

ANNUAL MEETING

Number of Attendees: 29
Summary of Meeting Activities: Presentations from members (including updates from taskforce), report on membership survey, group discussion.

Link to Meeting Minutes:

QUESTIONS FOR COUNCIL